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In [ 1) the authors considered a rate-type quasi-static boundary value 
problem. The bodies considered may be discretely heterogeneous and 
elastically anisotropic with their plastic behavior governed by history- 
dependent piecewise-linear yield functions and fully coupled hardening rules. 
The mathematical problem can be written as follows [ 11. 
Find {u, y} E .,Y such that 
j. (av)‘D (au-f, yjNj)dx=j*v~dx VUE (fi,(Q))’ (1) 
and 
( aU- f yiNj 20, k = I,..., m (2) j-1 
where u, v, f are 2-dimensional vectors and y is an m-dimensional vector with 
components yk (k = I,..., m). X is a closed convex set in the Hilbert space 
IH = (f&(fl)Y x (Ufl))m, 
,x = {{u, y} ( {u, y} E IH, yk 2 0, k = lw ml. 
D is an elastic matrix which is a positive definite constant matrix. ~3 is a 
differential operator matrix 
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H= (hij)i,j=l,...,m is an m X m symmetric constant matrix. Ivk (k = l,..., m) 
are unit constant vectors in 3-dimensional space. 
In the case m = 1, we reduced this problem in (71 to a Dirichlet problem 
of a nonlinear elliptic system with discontinuous coefficients, and proved the 
existence and uniqueness of a weak solution by the monotone operator 
method and its regularity in the Sobolev space (H,(a))’ x (H,(G)). In this 
paper, we study problem (l)-(3) in the case of any m > 1 and use the 
framework of variational inequality to prove the existence, uniqueness and 
regularity of a weak solution and the convergence of finite element solutions. 
First of all, we show that the problem (l)-(3) can be reduced to a 
variational inequality (Section 1). Next, we prove the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution {u, y} of the variational inequality (Section 2), and 
we further consider the regularity of solution and prove (u, y} E (H*(Q))’ X 
(H,(J2))m (Sections 3,4). Finally, approximate solutions are constructed by 
a finite element method and an optimal error estimate is given (Section 5). 
1. A VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY 
We shall prove that the problem of solving (l)--(3) can be reduced to 
solving the following variational inequality. 
Find {u, y} E .X such that 
44 v - u) + C(Y, 3, - y) - [y, u - u] - [A - y, u] 
>(f,v-u) V{u,A} E.X (5) 
where 
a(u, u) = j (~u)‘D(&) dx 
R 
C(Y, A) = ,( x A,(h, + N,TDNj) rj dX 
Q k.j 
THEOREM 1. The problem (l)-(3) is equivalent o the problem (5). 
Prooj * is obvious. 
F for any w E (fi,(O))* we take {v, A} = {u f w, y} E X in (5), where 
{u, y} is a solution of the variational inequality (5); then it follows that (u, y} 
satisfies Eq. (1). 
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Taking into account Eq. (l), the inequality (5) can be reduced to 
C(Y,A-Y)- [~-Y~ul>o VI E (Lz(J2))m, A,>0 (k= l,..., m). (6) 
If we take A = 2y and I = 0, respectively, in (6), then we obtain 
co5 Y) - [Y? ul = 0. (6)’ 
Substituting (6)’ into (6) we have 
44 1) - [A u] 2 0 VA E (L,(R))m, I, > 0 (k = l)...) m). 
Since A, > 0 is arbitrary, the inequality (2) is satisfied. Thus Eq. (3) can 
be deduced immediately from Eq. (6)‘. 
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
First of all we shall prove a lemma which is not only useful in proving the 
existence and uniqueness, but also plays an important role in the rest of the 
paper. 
LEMMA 1. If the matrix H = (hij)i,j= ,,,,., m is positive definite, i.e., 
Chkjtk<j>hOxt; (ho>01 VtER”’ (7) 
k.i j 
then there exists a constant 19 > 0 which depends on h,, R and a minimum 
eigenvalue a of the elastic matrix D, such that for all {v, A} E .F we have 
a(v, v) + c&n) - 2[& VI> 0 II+4 ~IllL 63) 
where II{v, n}llh = Ilvl/: + II All:, II . Ilk (k > 0) is a norm of the Sobolev space 
(Hk(~n))* or (Hk(an))m. 
Proof. 
a(24 v) + c(A A) - 2[1, v] 
= au - 1 k,N, 
k 
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(0 < 19, < 1). Taking 8, = h,,/(2ma + h,) and using Kern’s inequality [2] and 
Poincare’s inequality we obtain the required result, 
THEOREM 2. IffE (I&2))* and the ~uirix H sat~s~es the condition 
(7), then the variational inequality (5) has one and only one solution. 
ProoJ By Lemma 1 existence and uniqueness for problem (5) is obvious 
immediately (see /3 1). 
3. REGULARITY IN THE INTERIOR 
In this section we use the framework mentioned in [4] to show the weak 
solution {u, y} E .X belongs to (H2,,,&J))* x (H,*,,,(0))m. 
To do this, we first of all define a cutoff function c(x) 
C(x) = 1; ru;i 
2P 
0 < c(x) < 1, i(x) E Coo@‘), where K, and K2,, are two concentric balls with 
radius p and 2p, respectively, and K, c Kzp c Q, dist(K,, , aa) > p, so c(x) E 
cp@n). 
It is easy to check that if i(x) E C?(a) and W(X) & (H,(f1))2 then 
qiw> = c aw + Iw’a’tu)] T (9) 
where 8 is a differential operator matrix (see (4)), I is a 3 X 3 unit matrix. 
Suppose e, (K = 1,2) are unit vectors in two dimensions, e, = (1, 0), e, = 
(0, l), and define the difference operators 
du = (l/h) au, 624 = Uh - 24, u,, = u(x + he,) 
4 = (l/h) Sy, & = Yh - YT Yh = I’@ + he,) 
(k= 1,2). 
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We consider an equivalent form of problem (5): Find {u, r} E 3, such 
that 
a(4 w> - lY9 WI = u-3 w> VW E (ri,(i2))’ (10) 
and 
c(l - y, Y) - [A - Y, u] > 0 VA E (L2(12))m, 1, > 0 (k = I,...) WI). 
(11) 
In Eq. (10) we take w= (IV-~ and w = cw, respectively, and after 
and 
subtracting we have 
4% b-/J - 4% b) - [Y, Cw-,l + [Y, Cw] = (6 W-h - w). 
Taking into account formula (9), we have 
a(u, Cw) = a(~u, w) + j l&J’(y) 0(&d) dx 
R 
- I * (aw)‘D(w’aT(y))’ dx 
lY3 &I = [4Y> WI + i,; YkNm~‘a3>‘dx. 
Thus (12) can be rewritten as follows: 
a(@, w-k - w) + j (w-k - # a’(@) o(au) dx 
a 
or 
= (r;r, dw) - I, (a(&)y D(U9=@)y dx 
@r@ 8-((l) D(h) dx - I, ~,N;D((~v)~ a’(U))T dx 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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where dw = (l/h) &v = (l/h)[w(x) - w(x - he,)]. In order to obtain the last 
formula, we have to assume h is small enough, for example, 0 < h < p/4. 
Taking w = A(&) E (B,(G))’ in (15) we have 
It is easy to see that 
where C is a constant which depends on p but is independent of h. 
On the other hand, we take 
As 0 < [ < 1 and yk > 0 (k = I,..., m), so 
&(x)=(1 -C2)Y+LY-&0 
n2c4 = KhYh + (1 - C2)Y > 0. 
Thus we can take 1= n,(x) and 3, = d,(x), respectively, in (11) and obtain 
Noticing that h ( p/4 and using formula (14) the above two inequalities can 
be rewritten as follows: 
--CM-Y), WM + kf(CY)~ @M 
and 
(19) 
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Adding to (18) to (19) and dividing both sides of the resultant inequality by 
h, we have 
It is easy to see that 
Adding (16) to (20) and taking into account the estimates (17), (20)’ we 
conclude 
Thus we proved an interior regularity theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Iff(x) E w*(Jw and the matrix H satisfies the condition 
(7), then the weak solution {u, JJ} E X of the variational inequality (5) 
belongs to (H2,,&2))* x (H1,,,,(f2))“’ and satisfies 
Il~ll*,.~+ll~ll,~.~~~llfll, 
where R’ < l2 and C depends on dist(8.0, d,). 
4. REGULARITY ON THE BOUNDARY 
Suppose 0 E C,. We are going to prove the regularity of the weak 
solution up to the boundary of R. 
Without loss of generality, we suppose x0 E ZX2, U(x”) is a neighborhood 
of x0 and the curve XI U U(x”) can be expressed as 
x2 + yl(x,)=O 
and under a transformation 
5=x, 
r=x,+ W(Xl) 
(21) 
the image of the domain R n U(x”) belongs to the upper half plane R: and 
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includes a half-circle B& with center (0,O) and radius 3~. Denote the image 
set by D’. 
We construct a cutoff function 
0 < f< 1, TE P(R’), and define 
& = qr + h, q) = $(x1 + h, x, + W(Xl)>. 
For simplicity of notation, we suppress the notation - and denote [ G,,... 
by 4, w,t,... in the following calculations. 
Taking w = cw and w = <wwh in (IO) we have 
4% Cw) - b, bl = (I-, b) (22) 
and 
Notice that 
u(u,Cw-,)=j (~u)'D@~,)&dq+j (au)'D(wr_,a'(y>)Tdrdrl. 
D+ D+ 
(24) 
In this case B is a differential operator in x but a subscript of wPh expresses 
a translation in r-direction so we cannot exchange their position as we did in 
Section 3. 
As a matter of fact, a straightforward computation yields 
aw-, = (hv-, + (SW’ a*w>-, 
where 6~’ = ~‘(6 + h) - w’(r) and 
(25) 
Similarly, 
a 
s 0 
a*= 0 0 . 
[ 1 0; 
aw, = (&v), - 6y/’ a*w, . (26) 
Taking into account (25), (26) and 0 < h < p/4, Eq. (24) can be written in 
the form 
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(27) 
and 
Substituting (27), (28) into (23) and subtracting (22) from the resultant 
equation we have 
4Wu), WI - [NY), WI = (K 6w) - j (au)’ D((&wy a’(t;l))’ &dT) D+ 
+ j 4ur~r(u)) qaw> d< dv] II+ 
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Taking w = (I/h*) 6((u), we have 
@(b), au)) - l4CY)Y 4Cu) I = J, 
and an estimate for J3 
(29) 
lJ,I < ml-II0 + IIf% YM ll~(~~ll~ (30) 
where C is a constant which depends on p and I( ulllccI, but is independent 
ofh. 
On the other hand, taking /z = y - c(&JJ) and I= y + 1(&y<)), respec- 
tively, in (11) (as in Section 3), we have 
-C((CY>,, JKY)) + lc@(Ym ul> 0 (31) 
and 
C((CY), WY>> - [C@(YC)), ul a 0. (32) 
Taking into account 
and 
and after adding (31) to (32) and dividing the result by h*, we have 
-44YO 4YC)) + P(YC)T 4w)l + 54 2 0 (33) 
and an estimate for J4 
1541 G Cllb yIlL ll4~Ilo~ (34) 
Adding (29) to (33) and using Lemma 1 and estimates (30), (34), we 
obtain 
ll4syIlo,D+  IM@Il Ia+ G mf-ll!l + lllu, y%il* (35) 
Thus we proved that there exists a neighborhood U&X”) of x0 E 80, such 
that 
(36) 
(i = I,..., m;j= 1,2). 
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In order to prove u E (H,(0))*, y E (H,(Q))“’ we must also show that 
ByJan and a2uj/By2 (i = l,..., m; j= 1,2) belong to L,(U,,(x,)). To do this 
we need the following fact. 
LEMMA 2. A solution of variational inequality (11) can be expressed as 
Y = T(P) = B(P) P (37) 
where p = NTD au is an m-dimensional vector; N = (N, ,..., N,) is a 3 x m 
matrix; r is a vector-value function, E R” + R”’ and is Lipschitz continuous 
in Rm; B = (bij)i,j= ,,.,,, m is an m x m matrix. 
Proof. Due to existence and uniqueness of a solution of the variational 
inequality (1 l), we denote a solution y by y = T(p), Vp E R”, and, 
obviously, r(O) = 0. 
To prove the continuity of r(p), we rewrite (11) in the form 
0 - Y)TwoY - P) > 0, VlE R”, A,>0 (k= l,...,m) 
where 
H,=H+N’DN (38) 
which is a positive definite matrix. Thus we have the inequality 
(T(P) - r(P)lT H,(~(P) - r(P)) 
G (T(P) - W))T(P - P) Vp,jE R” 
and 
h, IT(P) - mm.m < II P - PllRrn (39) 
where &, is a minimum eigenvalue of H,. Therefore T(p) is Lipschitz 
continuous and can be written as 
I-(P) = i’ VT(tp) . p dt = B(p)p. 
0 
Remark. A straightforward computation shows that if m = 1 
r(p) = max P 
H + NTDN 30 
1 
H + NTDN 
as p>O 
B= 
0 as p<O; 
(40) 
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and if m = 2 
T(P) = BP fo 0 [ 0 0 1 as p1 < 0, pz < 0 
VW’ 0 
0 0 I as p1 > 0, f&p, - h?,p, > 0 
as p2 > 0, hy,p, - hi,p, > 0 
(41) 
as h&p, -Gp2 < 0 
as hy2p2 - hi,p, < 0 
where H,, = (ht)i,j= I ,2, A = det(H,,), pi (i = 1,2) are components of a 
vector p. 
Using Lemma 2 and substituting (37) into (10) we obtain 
i, ((a~)~ - Tr(NTD au) NT) D@) dx = !, f ‘v dx. 
Because we have shown that u E (IY?~,,,,~(~))’ and since y = T(p) 
(p = N’D au) is Lipschitz continuous, we can use Green’s formula to obtain 
an equation of 24 
BTD@u - NT(NTD au)) + f = 0 
i.e. (from (37)), 
av,,au +f=o (42) 
where D,, is a 3 x 3 matrix which is defined as 
D,, = D - DNBNTD. (43) 
Suppose U,(x”) is the above-mentioned neighborhood of x0 E aQ. Under 
the transformation (21), Eq. (42) can be written as 
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where the notation ... is used to express all of the terms which belong to 
wA(xON* 
In order to solve L?*u,/&~~ and c?*u~/@~ from Eq. (41) we must prove that 
the determinant of its coefficient matrix does not equal zero. 
To do this we prove a lemma as follows: 
LEMMA 3. If B, = (H + NTDN)-‘, then the 3 x 3 matrix 
D” = D - DNBoNTD (45) 
is symmetric positive definite, where the definitions of matrices D, B, and N 
are just the same as in Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Proof. First of all we show that there is an m x m matrix R = 
(Yi./)i,j= l,...,m (de@) f 0) such that 
and 
h 
RTHR= ‘*. 
i I 
(h > 0) (46) 
h 
t1 
RT(NTDN)R = [ 1 ’ . . (ti > 0, i = l,..., m) (47) tnl 
simultaneously where h is a minimum eigenvalue of H. We denote 
sj = 2 yi,iNi (j = l,..., m) 
i= 1 
(Ni (i = l,..., m) are unit vectors in 3-dimensional space) and 
3 = (fl, ,..., fl,) = NR. 
Thus from (47) we know 
N;Dg, = fi fi & 
where 6, = 0 (i # j) and ?iii = 1. That means vectors fli (i = l,..., m) consist 
of an orthogonal system with weight D in 3-dimensional space. Therefore in 
this system there are at most only three vectors which do not equal zero. 
Without loss of generality we assume 
Ni # 0 0 < k) 
Ni = 0 (i>k+ 1) 
(k < min(3, m)). 
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We now go back to prove the matrix D* is positive definite. Consider a 
quadratic form 
Y’(r) = <‘D”t = c’ D[ - cTDNRR -‘B,R -‘R7NT Dr. 
From (46) and (47) we have 
Let 
0 r.1 
1 
t,+h 
1 
t, + h 
e, = i -+i. 
I:1 b 
Thus we obtain 
-IP({)=cTD{- ,“- ’ - cfTDNReierR TNT DC 
,Yl ti + h 
The lemma is proved. 
We now use Lemma 3 to prove that the determinant of coefficient matrix 
of the first term in (44) does not equal zero. 
In the general case, suppose y,, = T(p,,) is a solution of the variational 
inequality (11) where p. is given. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that the components yi (i= l,..., s) of y,, are greater than zero and the other 
components yi (i= s + I,..., m) of yO are equal to zero, 1 < s < m, so from 
(2) and (3) we have 
yi = 0 (i = s + l,..., m) 
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and 
2 h,jyj-NzD 
j=l 
i.e., 
where yes) = (rl . . . QT, pcs) = (NTD au ,..., N;D I%)~, 
H, = H, + (WDN),, 
(49) 
From (48) we obtain an expression for yO 
where pp = N:D au, p,-, = (py ,..., p:)‘. 
Thus at the point p,, the matrix B in (43) can be written as 
B= [$’ ;]. 
Now we consider the quadratic form Lf(p,, v), 
= t’(D - D(N, ..a N,y) H,‘(N, +. Ns)TD){ 
where t = (vl’vl, rz, vll + v’r121T. 
Taking 
‘(50) 
N= (N, 0-a N,), B, = fl; I, m=s 
505/51/l-8 
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in (45) and using Lemma 3 we have 
Therefore the minimum eigenvalue of matrix 
has uniformly a positive lower bound which is independent of p,,. 
Thus we proved that in (44) the determinant of the coefftcient matrix of 
c?*u/~~~ has a positive lower bound which is uniform for all U. Therefore, 
a2ul/8q2 and a*~,/@* can be solved from (44) and we obtain 
a%. 
r?y2 EUUo(xON (i= 1, 2) 
and also 
g E w-fO(xO)) (i = l,..., m) 
from (37). 
Applying the standard framework as mentioned in [4] and Theorem 3, we 
have 
THEOREM 4. If R E C,, f E Lz(Q) and the matrix H is positive definite 
(see (7)), then the weak solution {u, y} EX of the variational inequality (5) 
belongs to (H2(f2))2 x (H,(O))“’ and satisfies 
Il~Il2 + IIYII, Q cllfllo* 
5. CONVERGENCE OF FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTIONS 
W assume that R is a polygonal domain and the solution u E (H*(O))’ 
and y E (H,(R))m x (C(fi))m. 
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We shall construct he approximate solutions by the finite element method 
and then give an optimal error estimate in IH. 
To do this, we first of all make a triangulation 
and define two subspaces 
S, = {vh jvh E (k,(Q))‘, vf = p, (i= 1,2) on e,\ 
and 
Th= {Ah (Ah E (L2(.R))m, lt=po (k= l,...,m) on e,} 
where Pi is a polynomial of i degree. 
Let .;yh be a convex set in subspace S, X T,, : 
.Rh= {{vh,Ah} 1vh E S,, Ah E T,,, A; >O (k= l,...,m)}. 
Thus .Z,, c.W. 
We define the approximate solutions as follows: 
Find {uL, yh } E .?Ur, such that 
U(Uh, vh - 24”) + c(yh, Ah - y”) - [yh, vh - u”] - [/I” - yh, u”] 
2 (f, Uh - u”) V{uh, Ah} E./T/h. (51) 
Adding (5) to (51) we obtain 
a(u - Uh,U - u")- 2[y- yh,u - u"] + c(y-yh, y- y") 
< a(u, v - u") + U(Uh, vh - u) - [y, v - u"] - [y", uh - 241 
+ c(y, A - yh> t c(yh, Ah - y) - [A - yh, u] - [A" - y, u"] 
t (f, I.4 - v + Uh -v") v{u,L} EtX, (v,,,&} Ezj,* (52) 
Let Uh be a linear interpolation of u about the triangulation Q = lJ, e, 
and ph be a step-function such that 
In (52) we take 
y” Iem = np y. (53) 
v = UhUUh 7 Vh = ii” 
A = yh + y - jTh, #I, = Th. 
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It is easy to check that {u,A} EZ and {nh,Ah} #.F,,. Thus we obtain 
a(u - Uh, u - u”) - 2[y - y, 24 - u”] + c(y - yh, y - yh) 
,<a(u-Uh,U-zih)- [y-yh,u-iih] 
- [y-~h,U-zrh]tc(y-yk,y-~h) 
= .i (a@ - Ii”) - N(y - qy’D@(u - 24”) - N(y - y”)) dx a 
where C depends on maximum eigenvalues of the matrices D and H. 
Thus from Lemma 1 (Section 2) we obtain 
According to the well-known’ results about the aproximation theory of 
interpolation functions in Sobolev spaces ((5, 6 ] and see Appendix), we have 
THEOREM 5. If 0 is a polygon, and the solution {u, y} of the variational 
inequality (5) belongs to (H,(Q))* X ((H,(12))m f7 (C(d))m), then the finite 
element solution {u’, y”} of the problem (51) converges and satisfies the 
estimate 
APPENDIX 
Claim 
Without loss of generality we may assume y(p) is a function. 
Let e be a triangle and P,(xy , xt) E e such that 
Y(PJ = mjn y(P). 
Since y(p) E H,(e) x C(F), 
Y(P) - Y(A) = j; WP, + t(p - ~0)) dt . (P - PO) a.e. in e 
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and 
IIy(p)-y(p,)ll~,~~h2j1 (j IV,Y12 dx, dx*) dt 
0 e 
where h = diam(e). We apply a transformation 
I 
y, = x; + t(x, - xy> 
y, = x; + t(x* - x;> (O<t< 1). 
Under this transformation we have 
II Y(P) - Y(PoIlo,, Q II* j; (j 
et 
j IV,Y12 &I dy,) a G h2 jP j IW & 
Thus 
IIY- 7% =c IlIJ(P) - rWIIL, G h2 Ilvll:* a 
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